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Abstract—The memory model of a parallel programming
language can be viewed as a contract between the language
implementor and the programmer. It restricts the possible results
of memory accesses in a program execution, based on the
types of accesses, the order of accesses, and the synchronization
constraints on that order. We argue that the current memory
model for the UPC language has some shortcomings for the
UPC programmer. Principal among these is that it does not
guarantee agreement among threads with respect to the contents
of memory locations immediately following a barrier or wait. The
current specification of the memory model also includes implicit
assumptions, and it uses notation that may make it difficult
to understand. The revised UPC memory model presented in
this paper resolves the barrier coherence issue in a way that
puts only modest restrictions on current behavior. The revised
specification is stated more plainly and completely than the
current specification. We also present a formal specification of
the proposed memory model in Alloy, which enables automated
reasoning about memory consistency in UPC. We hope that these
improvements will allow a better understanding of UPC’s mem-
ory model and encourage UPC programmers and implementors
to exploit the benefits of relaxed memory consistency afforded
by the memory model.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Unified Parallel C (UPC) is a parallel programming lan-
guage that provides a partitioned global address space with
many of the desirable properties of shared memory. Like all
shared-memory parallel languages, UPC has an underlying
memory consistency model(commonly abbreviated asmem-
ory model). Any memory model, including that of UPC, is
essentially a contract between the language designer and the
programmer, ensuring that the contents of shared memory
are managed in a way that makes reasoning about program
behavior possible. As with any contract, an appropriate level
of restrictiveness must be found. Tightening the restrictions
on legal behavior may produce a simpler programming model,
but it may also reduce opportunities for performance improve-
ments and optimizations.

The effects of a program execution on memory can be
seen in terms of abstract read and write operations. The
memory model describes the results of these operations on
memory locations with respect to each thread of execution.
The programmer controls these results by the order of program
statements and by synchronization operations such as barriers
and fences. To achieve better performance, the order in which
the operations are performed, and their results observed, is

not uniquely specified. On the other hand, this order cannot
be completely arbitrary. For any given program, the memory
model determines which orders are permitted and which orders
are not allowed.

In developing a memory model, the language designer
must craft a compromise between various stakeholders in the
language. Language implementors can exploit flexibilitiesin
the memory model to provide better performance through vari-
ous compiler and runtime system optimizations. Programmers
must consult the memory model when reasoning about the
potential behavior of existing code and when writing new code.
This is especially important if the code is intended to be run
on multiple platforms.

The UPC memory model guarantees that every race-free
execution is sequentially consistent [8]. This means that the
results of execution are as if all instructions were interleaved
in some single thread of execution that is also consistent
with each thread’s own ordering of instructions. However,
the heavy reliance on pointers to shared objects increases
the likelihood that programs may have races not detected
by programmers. Moreover, in some applications races are
acceptable as long as the range of possible behaviors is
clearly defined. Sometimes allowing controlled races provides
better performance because some synchronization costs canbe
avoided. These are circumstances in which it is necessary to
have an understanding of the UPC memory model.

The current UPC memory model is formally stated in
Version 1.2 of the UPC specification [2]. We believe that the
specification has some shortcomings that need attention. Chief
among these is that the memory model does not guarantee that
memory is coherent immediately following a barrier statement.
Anecdotal evidence from our UPC colleagues suggests that
programmers would like a guarantee of coherence after a
barrier. We propose a slightly more restrictive memory model
that guarantees coherence in such contexts. A second concern
is that the ideas of relaxed and strict memory accesses are
defined only indirectly, in terms of how a thread observes the
results of such operations, and otherwise they are treated as
primitive concepts. We offer a new definition of these access
modes that relates one to the other and is based on simpler
concepts. Finally, we believe that the current specification uses
mathematical notation that is overly complex and may hinder
understanding. We state our revised memory model in plainer



language that we hope is more accessible to newcomers.
This paper contains a proposal for a revised formal specifi-

cation of the UPC memory model. The starting point for this
work is the current specification that appeared in 2005 [2].
Section 2 reviews the current memory model specification
and discusses some of its shortcomings in detail. Section 3
presents a proposal for a new memory model specification
and a discussion of its technical meaning. Section 4 argues
that the proposed specification is an improvement over the old
specification. Section 5 describes how the Alloy analyzer [5]
can be used to implement the proposed memory model and
check the legality of program executions. Section 6 concludes
with a summary and discusses some specification issues yet
to be addressed.

II. BACKGROUND

A. The role of UPC’s memory model

One use of a memory model is as a tool to explain why
certain outcomes of program execution are legal and why
others are not. We first consider a simple example.

Let t0 andt1 be two UPC threads. Assume that each thread
has defined private variables:

int a, b;

and a shared variable:

shared int x;

Assume that all accesses ofx are relaxed and the initial
values of all variables are 0. Consider the following code
fragments for these two threads.

t0: a=x; t1: b=x;
x=1; x=2;

The first two statements in each fragment are relaxed reads
of x and the last two statements are relaxed writes tox. There
are three sequentially consistent outcomes of execution:

(a==0,b==0) (a==0,b==1) (a==2,b==0)

The UPC memory model also allows the outcome:

a==2,b==1

This last outcome is not compatible with any sequentially
consistent execution, since there is no serial execution of
the instructions involved, preserving program order for each
thread, that would produce such results. Outcomes like this
tend to provoke confusion among those uninitiated in the
subtleties of relaxed memory consistency. We quickly note
that this outcome can be avoided by making both writes strict.
Still, the possiblity of such outcomes does provoke questions:

Why does the language definition allow this?By allowing
this kind of behavior, the memory model permits certain op-
portunities for code optimization by the compiler and runtime
system [12].

How could we possibly anticipate that this outcome is possi-
ble? The memory model specifies UPC-consistent executions
in terms of legal orderings of operations on shared memory.
If a legal ordering exists that is compatible with the results of
a given execution, that execution is UPC-consistent.

How could a language implementation (compiler/runtime
system) resonably produce this result?A compiler could
generate code for these fragments that allows the runtime
system, on a typical cluster, to behave as follows.t0 issues
a read ofx and, while it is waiting, it issues a write tox to be
queued up by the runtime system awaiting completion oft0’s
read request. Before that write is complete,t1 issues a read of
x and “learns”, possibly by network snooping, that a write to
x (by t0) is queued. At the same time, whilet1 is waiting it
issues a write tox that t0 observes. The memory model allows
the queued write operations by the other threads to satisfy the
pending reads because that would not violate program order
in either thread.

While this scenario may seem contrived, if one of the
threads had a lot of code between its read and write, “over-
hearing” a value forx go by on the network could allow that
thread (but not the other) to complete its read more quickly
than the possibly more expensive approach of getting a value
for x from the thread to whichx has affinity. It is this sort of
aggressiveness that the memory model is designed to permit.

Why would a programmer write this code?This is just a
toy example, with the “extraneous” details of a real program
eliminated for clarity. A programmer is not likely to write
such a simple code fragment intentionally, but within a large
program such a fragment may lurk undetected. This is one
of the reasons why it is important for the programmer to
understand the role of the memory model.

B. The current UPC memory model

Early work [6], [7] highlighted the need for a rigorously
defined UPC memory model and led to a proposed specifi-
cation [12] which largely carried through to the current v1.2
UPC language specification [2]. Here we review the current
UPC memory model as given in Appendix B: Formal UPC
Memory Consistency Sematics. That section of the document
is referred to here as “the spec”.

The UPC memory model can be generally described in
terms of a few elementary types of operation. These are:
reading a location in shared memory, writing to a location in
shared memory, and the synchronization operations of fence,
notify, and wait. In addition, the spec differentiates between
strict and relaxed shared memory accesses. It is not necessary
to include in this collection of basic operations the definitions
of the barrier and lock operations because their sematics can
be defined in terms of the first three of these synchronization
operations.



The general structure of the memory model spec can be
summarized as follows. Anexecutionis a set of operations by
a set of threads on a set of locations. The types of operations
are readsand writes that can belocal, strict, or relaxed, the
latter two being operations on locations in shared memory. The
spec defines eight sets of operations. First, six sets are formed
by dividing the sets of local, relaxed, and strict operations each
into two sets according to whether the operations are reads or
writes. Two more sets are constructed from these: the set of
all write operations and the set of all strict operations.

Based on the first six of the eight sets described above, five
relations are defined as sets of pairs of operations with certain
common properties such asStrictPairs, which is “the set of
all pairs of strict memory operations, including those between
threads.”StrictOnThreadsis the set of all pairs of operations
on the same thread for which at least one operation is strict.
AllStrict is the union of the first two relations.Conflicting is
the set of pairs of operations where at least one member is a
write operation.DependOnThreadsare those distinct pairs of
operations by the same thread that are in program order and
are also in eitherConflictingor StrictOnThreads.

Finally, the program order requirement is defined by the
Precedespredicate (whose definition is deferred to the end of
the spec). That predicate is true for those pairs of operations
issued by the same thread and for which the first operation
in the pair is required to precede the second according to the
ISO spec. Note thatPrecedesis a partial order.

An execution isUPC consistentif:

(a) There is a partial order<Strict that orders each pair in
AllStrict.

(b) For each threadt there is a total order<t on all operations
issued byt and all writes and strict reads issued by any
thread, that is consistent with a correct serial execution.
That serial execution is correct if:

(i) Each read byt “returns the value of the ‘most recent’
preceding write to the same location” (or its initial
value).

(ii) The order of threadt ’s operations is consistent with
those pairs of operations inDependOnThreadsthat
are issued byt.

(c) <t is consistent with<Strict, that is, all threads agree on
a total order of the strict operations (Strict) and on “the
relative ordering of all pairs of operations issued by a sin-
gle thread where at least one is strict (StrictOnThreads).”

The actual text of this part of the spec is substantially longer
than this summary and includes many explanatory comments.
The spec goes on to define how the memory model affects
the semantics of standard collective and non-collective library
calls and proves that any UPC program for which all possible
executions are race-free is sequentially consistent. The spec
also contains many examples that illustrate the fine points of
the memory model spec.

We can now apply this memory model to explain why the
outcome(a==2,b==1) is possible in the earlier example. The
writes to the private variables can be ignored. We show this

outcome is UPC consistent by first noting that the partial
order<Strict is empty and thus any total orders<t0 and<t1
that satisfy condition (b) validate the outcome. That condition
requires that<t0 order three operations: threadt0’s relaxed read
and both relaxed writes. The ordering must be consistent with
serial execution (and it need not considert1’s relaxed read), so
threadt0 may putt1’s write first in that order and so terminate
with a==2 . And, analogously, threadt1 may terminate with
b==1 .

On the other hand, if both relaxed writes in the example
were strict, then they would have to be ordered the same
by both threads according to<Strict. That constraint implies
that the two orderings<t0 and<t1 described above could not
coexist because of property (c).

C. Known problems with the current UPC memory model

Further examination of the UPC memory model specifica-
tion has revealed a few weak points. Primary among these
problems is that the current memory model does not guarantee
(or require) that memory is coherent after aupc_barrier or
a upc_wait , that is, after a barrier two different threads may
read different values from the same location, even if there are
no writes after the barrier that might have changed the value
at that location.

It is interesting to note that the OpenMP memory model
addresses this issue with regard to itsflush operation by
requiring that memory values that might be in temporary
memory, such as a cache, must be written back to shared
memory so that they are “firmly lodged” there [3]. The UPC
language definition, however, intentionally leaves undefined
the notion of an actual physical memory location associated
with each location in an execution.

It is easy to illustrate this problem. Let the variables in the
fragment below be as in the previous example.

t0: x=2; t1: x=1;
upc_barrier; upc_barrier;
a=x; b=x;

Again, one of the possible outcomes is(a==2,b=1) . As
before, this is possible because each thread may order the
two relaxed writes in different ways. While both writes must
“complete” before either thread can proceed beyond its bar-
rier, there is no requirement that some final outcome must
be “firmly lodged” in an agreed location. In particular, the
definitions of theupc_notify and upc_wait operations that
constitute a barrier do not address memory coherence (Section
6.6.1 in [2]).

Fro our experience presenting the memory consistency
model to experienced UPC programmers, we believe it is a
general expection that memory should be coherent after a
wait operation. Moreover, all current UPC implementations
we are familiar with do provide such coherence. It is therefore
desirable to investigate whether the spec can be modified in
a practical way to provide this guarantee. One of the main
contributions of this work is to resolve this issue in favor of



the programmer’s desires without placing a special burden on
the definition of a barrier. In particular, this problem is solved
here by suitably modifying the memory model.

Another issue that can be raised concerning the current
spec is a lack of fundamental definitions of strict and relaxed
memory accesses. The spec gives only indirect definitions of
those types of memory accesses in terms of how a thread
may observe the results of strict and relaxed operations (Sect.
5.1.2.3 in [2]). The formal specification of the memory model
(Appendix B) treats these two properties as primitives. This
might leave the programmer without much of an understanding
of how strict and relaxed memory accesses are related to each
other if, indeed, they are and thus might be an impediment
to understanding the memory model as a whole. In this paper
we show how to separate the synchronization aspect of strict
operations from the underlying read or write itelf.

A third issue of concern is the clarity of the memory model
spec. The text of the spec includes a substantial amount of
fairly involved set notation. We seek to avoid the obscurity
of this notation by stating our revised specification entirely
in precise English. Furthermore, we make explicit certain
constraints that the original spec leaves unstated: for instance,
the important constraint that all threads must complete the
notify portion of a split-phase barrier before any thread may
complete the wait portion. We believe that another contribution
of this paper is a more complete and more readily understood
description of the memory model.

Finally, there is the “out of thin air” problem [9], [1] in
which one thread anticipates the result of reading the value
of a shared variable to which another thread writes, and vice
versa. This results in a causal cycle in which each thread’s
speculation confirms the other’s while, from the programmer’s
point of view, the outcome is nonsense. (While it might seem
natural to agree with this conclusion, others do not [11].)
This problem was first described for the UPC memory model
in [12]. However, this problem is beyond the scope of this
paper and will be considered in future work.

III. PROPOSEDUPC MEMORY MODEL

In Section III-A, we present the a proposal for a new formal
specification of UPC memory consistency in its entirety, then
provide a step-by-step explanation of each term and constraint
in Section III-B. Separating specification from discussion
makes it clear what is in the proposed spec and what is not.
The reader is encouraged to alternate between Section III-A
and Section III-B.

A. Specification

1) Instructions and operations:
An executionby a threadt is a partially ordered multiset

of (UPC) instructionsperformed byt. In an execution, each
instruction instance that accesses memory has an associated
location that it accesses and avalue that it either writes or
returns. An execution by a setT of threads is a union of
executions, one for each thread inT.

Associated with each instance of a UPC instruction is a
projection, which is a set of(abstract) operationsunique to
that instruction instance. Associated with every operation is
the thread that performs the corresponding instruction. The
projection of a set of instructions is the union of the projections
of each instruction in the set.

An abstract operation has one of the following forms:

• a memory access, which is either aread or a write.
Associated with every memory access is a shared memory
location to be written to or read from, and avalue to be
written or returned.

• a notification. Associated with every notification is a total
function mapping locations to values.

• a wait.
• a synchronization operation, which is either aprefenceor

a postfence.

UPC instructions are mapped to sets of operations in the
following way:

• A read or write instruction in relaxed mode is mapped to
a memory access appropriate to the instruction (i.e. of the
same type as the instruction, and with the same location
and value as the instruction).

• A read or write instruction in strict mode is mapped to
a set of three operations: a prefence, a memory access
appropriate to the instruction, and a postfence.

• A upc_fence instruction is mapped to a set of two
operations: a prefence and a postfence.

• A upc_notify instruction is mapped to a set of three
operations: a prefence, a notification, and a postfence.

• A upc_wait instruction is mapped to a set of three
operations: a prefence, a wait, and a postfence.

2) Per-thread ordering of operations:
A pair of operations is asingle-threadpair if both operations

are issued by the same thread.
A pair of memory access operations is aconflict if both

operations act on the same location and one or both operations
is a write.

For an executionE and a participating threadt, anenabling
order ≤t over the projection ofE is a linear order for which
all of the following hold:

• For every strict instructioni in E, ≤t orients the elements
of the projection of i so that the prefence precedes
the other elements and the postfence follows the other
elements.

• ≤t orients each single-thread conflict according to the
order of the corresponding instructions inE.

• Each read operation byt of a location ℓ returns the
value of the last preceding write or notification toℓ,
according to≤t . If no such write exists, the read operation
returns the default initial value as given in the ISO
specification [4].

• Each notification operation byt writes the value of the last
preceding write or notification toℓ, according to≤t , for
every locationℓ. If no such write exists, the notification



operation writes the default initial value as given in the
ISO C specification.

3) Pan-thread ordering of operations:
A pair of operations is astrict pair if one of its operations

is a synchronization operation.
A pair of operations is apurely strict pairif both operations

are synchronization operations.
For an executionE, a strict order≤S over the projection of

E is a partial order for which all of the following hold:

• ≤S provides an orientation for each purely strict pair.
• ≤S orients each single-thread strict pair according to the

order of the corresponding instructions inE.
• For every prefence operationpre, there is a succeding

postfence operationpost such that≤S orients no syn-
chronization operation betweenpre and post.

• For every postfence operationpost, there is a preceding
prefence operationpre such that≤S orients no synchro-
nization operation betweenpre and post.

4) Synchronization phase:For a partial order≤ over a set
M of operations, and an operationp in M performed by a
threadt, thesynchronization phaseof p is the number of wait
operations performed byt that are oriented beforep according
to ≤.

A partial order≤ over a setM of operations isphase-
consistentif for every operationp in M with synchronization
phaser and every operationq in M with synchronization phase
s, r ≤ s if p≤ q.

5) UPC consistency:A UPC program executionE with a
setT of participating threads isUPC-consistentif

• there exists a strict, phase-consistent order≤S such that
• for each threadt in T, there is an enabling order≤t that

is an extension of≤S (that is, for all operationsp andq,
p≤t q if p≤S q) .

B. Discussion

1) Instructions and operations:UPC memory consistency
is based on a set of single-thread executions, one for each
participating thread. The details of how a thread’s execution
is derived from a UPC program proceed directly from the
remainder of the UPC language specification, but we do not
consider them here. Each thread’s execution is a partial order,
but not necessarily a total order, since the order of certain
instructions is left unspecified (e.g., order of evaluation for
function arguments).

We distinguish operations from UPC instructions. Each
operation represents an atomic action that is relevant to
memory consistency. A UPC instruction may involve multiple
operations. (For instance, a mapping of the expressionE++
into operations includes two operations — a read of the
memory location returned byE, followed by a write to that
location — in addition to the operations required to evaluate
the subexpressionE.) Operations are entirely abstract in nature
and do not necessarily reflect actions actually taken by the
runtime system in a real execution. As long as the visible
results of an actual execution are compatible with the results

of an idealized ordering of operations, the execution is UPC-
consistent.

Each UPC memory access instruction (read or write) is
programmer-specified as obeying either strict or relaxed mem-
ory consistency. At the level of operations, we separate the
concerns of memory access and memory consistency by dis-
tinguishing memory access operations from synchronization
operations. A UPC memory access instruction in strict mode
is mapped to a set consisting of a prefence (synchronization
operation), a memory access operation, and a postfence (syn-
chronization operation). Further restrictions ensure that each
such sequence behaves “atomically”, in that interleaving of
sequences is disallowed.

Sinceupc_fence is defined elsewhere in the UPC language
definition as a “null strict reference”, we could treat the
instruction as a strict memory access instruction. Here we treat
upc_fence as a separate item for clarity.

A notification represents the effect of aupc_notify instruc-
tion: ensuring all the most recently written values (according
to the notifying thread) are visible. Notifications differ from
writes in two ways. A write operation writes to a single
location, and the value written is determined by the corre-
sponding UPC instruction. In contrast, a notification operation
writes values to all memory locations, and the values written
are determined by the ordering of operations. Note that a
notification is an abstract operation; executing aupc_notify
statement in a real runtime environment will most likely trigger
only a small number of writes to shared memory, or perhaps
none at all.

2) Per-thread ordering of operations:In a UPC-consistent
execution, the behavior of each thread is compatible with an
enabling order, a sequential execution of all operations (includ-
ing those by other threads). There may be multiple enabling
orders for a thread: for instance, there may be multiple remote
relaxed writes to a location that the thread never accesses;in
this case, any order for these writes is compatible with the
thread’s behavior. Furthermore, there is room for discrepancies
between threads; the enabling orders for different threadsmay
orient the same operations in different ways.

There are four restrictions on an enabling order. First, the
operations in the projection of each instruction are ordered
in the expected way: for any strict instruction, the prefence
precedes the other operations, and the postfence follows the
other operations.

Second, any pair of conflicting operations that a single
thread performs on a single location must be oriented in a way
that is consistent with the corresponding UPC instructions.
Intuitively, memory access operations conflict if, from a single-
threaded perspective, changing their order could result in
different values being read. Swapping the order of a read and
a write clearly may affect the value returned by the read, while
swapping the order of two writes may affect the value returned
by some future read. Only in the case of two reads is there no
conflict. In any enabling order, thread-local conflicts mustbe
ordered in the way indicated by the text of the UPC program.

The third restriction on an enabling order is that values



returned by read operations reflect the values stored by write
operations. Since an enabling order is sequential, for each
prefix of such a sequence there is at most one final write
operation on a given location. When the time comes to perform
a read of a location, it is only reasonable to assume that
the value returned is that of the last preceding write to that
location. Note that an enabling order for a threadt need only
ensure the last preceding written value for reads issued byt;
there is no such restriction for reads issued by other threads.

The final restriction, similar to the previous one, is that the
values returned by a notification operation reflect the values
previously stored by write operations.

3) Pan-thread ordering of operations:Obviously, the re-
strictions imposed by enabling orders are insufficient for real
programming, since they do not enforce order on operations
to multiple locations, or operations by multiple threads. The
programmer can ensure that certain pairs of operations (even
those by different threads, or to different locations) are ori-
ented in a single way, common to all threads, by using strict
memory consistency. UPC consistency requires each thread’s
enabling order to be compatible with a global strict (partial)
order.

This strict order has four restrictions: First, synchronization
operations are totally ordered. Second, for each pair of op-
erations performed by a single thread, where only one is a
synchronization operation, there is an orientation that iscom-
patible with the order of the corresponding UPC instructions.
Finally, the third and fourth restrictions ensure alternation
between prefences and postfences.

4) Synchronization phase:In some cases, strict memory
consistency is not sufficient, since it enforces a common or-
dering of operations but not aprogrammer-definedorder. The
UPC programmer can signify a precedence relation between
two operations (even by different threads) through a barrier
statement. In UPC, a barrier consists of two instructions:
upc_notify and upc_wait . These operations arecollective:
all threads engage in them in the same order. The opera-
tions are paired: aupc_notify precedes its corresponding
upc_wait . Since the effect of synchronization is split between
two operations, notify-wait pairs are commonly referred toas
split-phase barriers. The UPC keywordupc_barrier is an
abbreviation for a notify immediately followed by a wait.

Barriers divide an execution into a series ofsynchronization
phases. For each thread, the operations executed between one
wait statement and the next are associated with the same phase.
When a thread executes a notify statement, it signifies that
all of its operations before the notify will be observed as
preceding the operations of the next phase. By completing
a wait statement, the thread actually transitions to that next
phase. Note that “mid-barrier” operations, occurringafter a
notify but before the following wait, are in the same phase
as operations after the wait; hence the transition to a new
phase caused by a wait does not guarantee the visibility of
mid-barrier operations.

IV. COMPARISON OF MEMORY MODELS

A. Comparison of memory models

In this section we consider how the proposed memory model
addresses the first three problems of the current memory model
described in Section II.C.

First, with respect to the barrier coherence problem, the
proposed spec requires aupc_notify instruction to perform
a notification operation. As described in Section III.B, this
abstract operation writes values to all memory locations, as
determined by the order of operations. Theoretically, this
creates aT-way race to write to every shared memory location,
where T is the number of threads. There will be a unique
“winner” of each of these races so, after theupc_wait
completes, shared memory will be coherent. As pointed out
earlier, this abstract notification operation does not suggest a
reasonable way to implementupc_notify , but it does force
compliant implementations to ensure memory coherence after
each wait.

Second, we believe that one of the shortcomings of the
original spec is that it does not explain the fundamental notions
of strict and relaxed memory accesses other than to describe
how a thread may observe the results of those accesses. In
the proposed spec a relaxed read is a primitive read operation
and a strict read is constructed from that same operation but
with the addition of pre- and postfences. Similarly for write
operations. This separates the synchronization properties of
strict operations from their side effects on memory and more
clearly expresses the nature of each type of operation.

Third, the formalism used to express the proposed memory
model is simpler and more complete than the original. In
particular, the proposed model avoids defining the collection
of sets that partitions the set of program operations in various
ways. Also, it more clearly separates the treatment of inter-
thread operations, intra-thread operations, and synchronization
phases. Finally, it makes explicit the links between UPC
instructions and abstract operations, and it specifies the re-
lationship between notify and wait operations that are simply
assumed in the original spec.

Based on the proposed memory model, the part of the
memory model that the programmer needs to understand can
be expressed as follows. The possible legal executions of a
UPC program are those for which:

• There is an ordering≤t of the operations of each thread
t that obeys program order and ensures that each read
returns the most recently written value (by any thread)
that is consistent with≤t .

• All threads must agree on an ordering≤S of all strict
operations for which the strict operations in each thread
are done in program order.

• Finally, the order of operations in≤S respects synchro-
nization phases, and for each threadt, ≤t is consistent
with ≤S.

Essentially the same summary follows from the original
spec, but the point here is that we believe the reader is in



a better position to understand how this summary is derived
from the proposed spec than from the original spec.

B. Properties of the proposed revisions

Compared to the current memory model spec, the revisions
to the memory model we propose here reduce the set of
UPC-consistent executions, but only modestly. Of course, we
do disallow non-coherent behavior following a barrier, since
we consider such behavior confusing to the programmer and
unmotivated by realistic implementation concerns. But note
that such behavior is only possible in the context of a data
race before the barrier. In the absence of data races, it is easy
to see that (as is the case with the official memory model
[12]) only sequentially consistent executions are possible. In
a data-race-free execution, all conflicting memory operations
(to the same location, with at least one operation being a write)
are separated by synchronization constructs (strict memory
accesses, fences, or barriers). In our revised model, thereis no
way for conflicting operations to appear in different ordersin
any enabling order. Since prefences and postfences alternate
strictly in any enabling order, the operations of each strict
instruction (including prefence and postfence) are ordered
before those of any other strict instruction. In this way, the
atomicity of each strict instruction is preserved, both with
regard to instructions by the same thread and with regard to
strict instructions by other threads.

V. FORMAL SPECIFICATION AND AUTOMATED ANALYSIS

USING ALLOY

We use the Alloy analyzer [5] to formally specify the
proposed memory model, to automatically verify its logical
consistency, and to automatically determine UPC consistency
of execution scenarios. The language of Alloy combines
the quantifiers of first-order logic with the operators of the
relational calculus, thereby enabling an expressive and simple
formal language. Such a language is particularly useful in
the specification of the UPC memory model where we need
to reason about the relations between memory accesses on
shared variables and the ordering of events in each thread
and globally. In this section we discuss the language we use
for formal specification, some requirements of the memory
model specified in the formal language, an example scenario
of automated analysis and our contributions regarding formal
specification/analysis of the UPC memory model.

A. Overview of Alloy implementation

The basic unit of abstraction in Alloy is anatom. To capture
the static aspects of an abstraction, developers can define
sets of atoms as distincttypes/signaturesalong with relations
between sets of atoms. For example, two signatures that we
use in the formal specification of the memory model are as
follows (Alloy keywords are represented inbold):

sig Thread { }

abstract sigOperation{ thrd: oneThread }

The first line defines the set of all atoms of typeThread and
the second line specifies the set of all operations. Relations
can be defined by Cartesian product of sets of atoms (i.e.,
signatures). For example, the second line defines a relation
thrd that associates each operation with a single issuer thread.
Notice that the fieldthrd is a relation from the set of operations
to the set of threads. The keywordone stipulates that thethrd
relation is in fact a function because each operation can be
issued by exactly one thread.

Like inheritance in object orientation, one canextendsigna-
tures in Alloy to create subsets of atoms with their own specific
sub-types. Anabstractsignature requires that each one of its
atoms belong to some extension thereof. That is, extending
an abstract signature partitions the set of its atoms, whereas
this is not true for a non-abstract signature. For example, we
define signatures that define memory access operations:

abstract sigMemoryOp extendsOperation { }

sig RelaxedRead extendsMemoryOp { }
...

In Alloy, one can specify structural constraints that should
be true in all instances of the formal model generated by
the Alloy analyzer. For example, the following lines specify
that each thread is associated with a binary relation from
atoms in theOperation signature toOperation. The code
relation captures the code of a thread as a linear sequence
of operations, where each operation in the sequence has been
issued by that thread.

sig Thread { code: Operation → Operation }

fact { all t: Thread | isLinear[t.code, thrd.t] }

The statement starting with the keywordfact specifies a
structural constraint on the relationcode. More precisely, this
line uses the universal quantifier of the first-order logic to
state that, the code of every thread is a linear sequence over
its set of operations. Notice that,t.code and thrd.t use the
relational join from the relational calculus to respectively refer
to code relation and to a set of operations issued by the
quantified threadt. isLinear is a pre-defined predicate, where
a predicatein Alloy specifies a constraint on the atoms and
relations. Moreover, Alloy enables us to specify assertions
(similar to assertions in C) in order to check whether the
structural constraints of a model imply other facts.

The Alloy analyzer transforms atoms and relations of the
specified model to a CNF formula, which is later checked by
a built-in SAT solver in Alloy, thereby enabling developers
to verify the correctness of predicates and assertions in their
models up to a user-specified scope. We specify the definition
of a UPC consistent execution (presented in Section III-A) as
a predicate calledUPCConsistent. Since the full extent of the



formal specification of the UPC memory model is beyond the
scope of this paper, we omit the rest of the Alloy specification
of the UPC consistency model (an online version is available
at http://asd.cs.mtu.edu/projects/upcmem/).

B. Example scenario

Consider a program with two threadst0 and t1 and two
shared variablesx andy. The codes of threadst0 andt1 are as
follows:

t0: x=v1; t1: y=v2;
x=v3;
upc_barrier; upc_barrier;
printf(y); printf(x);

Threadt0 performs two relaxed writes onx. After the barrier,
thread t0 does a relaxed read of the value ofy. Threadt1
performs a relaxed write ony, and after the barrier,t1 carries
out a relaxed read ofx. In the Alloy language, we capture
this example in terms of the signatures defined in the formal
specification as follows:

one sigRRxv3T1, RRyv2T0 extendsRelaxedRead { }
one sigRWxv1T0, RWxv3T0, RWyv2T1

extendsRelaxedWrite { }
one sigT0, T1 extendsThread { }
one sigx, y extendsLocation { }
one sigv1, v2, v3 extendsValue { }
one sign1, n2 extendsNotify { }
one sigw1, w2 extendsWait { }

We declare two atoms of typeRelaxedRead, where
RRxv3T1 is a relaxed read of variablex by threadt1 observing
the valuev3, and the other isRRyv2T0 denoting a relaxed read
of y by threadt0 returningv2. The memory access operations
RWxv1T0, RWxv3T0 andRWyv2T1 respectively represent two
relaxed writes byt0 on x and a relaxed write ony by t1. We
also declare two atoms ofThread, two atoms ofLocation, three
atoms ofValue, two atoms ofNotify and two atoms of theWait
signatures.

The following lines of Alloy code illustrate how we set
some of the relations to appropriate values for threadt1:

RWyv2T1.thrd = T1
RWyv2T1.loc = y
RWyv2T1.value = v2
T1.code =

(RWyv2T1 → n2) + (n2 → w2) + (w2 → RRxv3T1)

The first three lines set the issuing thread, location and the
value of the relaxed write ony by t1. The other operations of
the two threads are initialized similarly. Thecode relation of
t1 (represented byT1.code) includes three pairs of operations
illustrated in the last line above. (The settings of threadt0 are
similar, hence omitted.)

After setting up the relations of both threads in this example,
we use the Alloy analyzer to check the existence of UPC
consistent executions for this program. One such scenario is
depicted in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. A UPC consistent solution found by the Alloy analyzer.

Figure 1 represents a scenario in which threadt0 first writes
v1 to x and then writesv3 to x and performs a notification
and wait (i.e., the barrier formed by the pair(n1,w1)). After
the wait, threadt0 readsy and gets the valuev2 becausey
has been written by threadt1 before that. We have omitted
the ordering ofn2 and w2 since they trivially follow their
program order. Notice that, Alloy has found a partial order
that meets the constraints of theUPCConsistent predicate (i.e.,
UPC consistent execution).

C. Contributions of formal analysis

Specifying the proposed memory model in Alloy revealed
some minor flaws in the initial drafts of the textual specifica-
tion — in particular, in the definitions of enabling order and
strict order. Working with the Alloy version hand-in-hand with
the textual specification provided useful “sanity checks” in
both directions. Moreover, the Alloy model provides a precise
and concise source of reasoning for language designers. In
particular, Alloy helped us realize that the requirements of
the memory consistency model can be specified only in terms
of basic memory access, notify and wait operations. The
concept of UPC instruction introduced in Section III-A need
not be captured in the formal model as they are translated to
sequences of basic operations.

In the example presented in this section, we “hard-coded”
a particular scenario of interest. While the extra constraints
required to establish the scenario are difficult to read and
tedious to write, it is a simple matter to create a more user-
friendly interface for creating scenarios (e.g. drawing them
directly from UPC source code) and converting them to Alloy
code. We plan to create this interface in the near future. An
interesting aspect of Alloy is that a scenario need not have all
of the details hard-coded. The analyzer searches over under-
specified scenarios as readily as it does over fully hard-coded
ones (with a corresponding expansion of the search space, of



course). This flexibility makes it a promising tool for those
exploring the UPC memory model and asking hypothetical
questions about behaviors arising from code samples.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A. Summary

This work proposes a new memory consistency model for
UPC. Unlike the current memory model, the proposed model
ensures memory coherence after barriers and waits. We believe
this is a property that programmers desire. As far as we
know, no current implementation violates this property. The
proposed memory model removes the possibility that any
future conforming implementation would. The proposed model
has the advantage that while it ensures memory coherence after
barriers and waits, it does so in a way that is not expected
to have any performance impact whatsoever. In particular, to
the best of our knowledge no current UPC implementation
would need to be changed to conform to the memory model
specification proposed here.

The new model also defines the fundamental concept of a
strict acccess in terms of a relaxed access. This is done by
separating the synchronization behavior of a strict operation
from the memory access that it does. The original model
does not make this distinction. We believe that this is a more
meaningful way to express the idea of “strictness” and it will
lead to better understanding by programmers.

The new model is stated in a formal but less notation-laden
manner, and it is more complete. This should engender better
understanding by both the implementor and the programmer.
Finally, we have formally specified the new memory model in
Alloy [5] to enable automated reasoning about behaviors of
UPC programs under the constraints of the proposed memory
model.

B. Future work

Memory model specifications have traditionally been
opaque and inaccessible, and the UPC spec is no exception.
Even our revised version is limited in its usefulness to the
programmer. One of the drawbacks of the spec is that it is
most useful for reasoning about programs after the fact, as
was done in the examples given here. That is, the spec is
mainly useful for debugging. The memory model definition
would be more useful to the programmer if it would let
them reason about program behavior as a program is being
created. The “lightweight” automated analysis afforded by
Alloy is promising as a tool for the UPC programmer: writing
code, anticipating (un)desired behaviors, and checking for
them automatically. We plan to advance this type of analysis
as a usable programmer aid. But the UPC programmer also
needs guidance at the design level — before writing code and
considering its consequences. To that end, we plan to explore
design patterns [10] to help the programmer exploit the relaxed
aspects of UPC memory consistency.
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